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MARIGOLD PRODUCTIONS

Story Must be original
Double space the manuscript
No more than 1200 words in length
Include cover letter with name and
contact info
 Do not include your name or other
identifying mark on the manuscript
 No overt violence, offensive situations
or vile language accepted

EMAIL: questions to

DEADLINE: September 30, 2019
CRITIQUES

PRIZES

+

marigoldproductions@shaw.ca

TO ADD A BIT OF FUN
All stories must include the following words and phrases:
His name was Jack
A wood framed house
Wolf
Fear
What difference did it make? Delight
Pretend
Twilight
“I’ll get you if it’s the last thing I do.”









Readers want to see, smell, feel, hear and taste your
words
They want the truth, spoken clearly and with confidence
from the heart. They want the truth of human experience.
Don’t worry about your mistakes. Miles Davis once said:
“if you hit a wrong note, play it loud and everyone will
think you did it on purpose.”
As Socrates said, “know thyself.” You should also know
your audience.
Your family and friends are not your audience.
Read everything you can. Read things that no one else
does and you’ll know things no one else knows.
Speak and listen as both can lead to success as a writer.
The more you use words, the more real they become.
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Letter From The Editor
Hello,
We are excited to be receiving
manuscripts already for the 2nd annual
short story contest but you still have
time to submit yours – see page 2 for
details.

BRENT
250-720-5160

In this issue, we are presenting a story
about the exploits of well-known local
man, Bill Cove that is so long and
A
gripping it will be run in installments.
You can find it on page 20.
Do you have a bucket list? If skydiving
is on it, look at page 26. This could be
what you’ve been waiting for. Anyway,
make a point of going to support a good
cause and to have a fun afternoon. I’ll
see you there.

Anne
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Sunday
July 7
7 a.m-1 p.m.
GOLDEN OLDIES
SHOW + SHINE
July 1
8 a.m.-5p.m.
OKEE DOKEE SLO PITCH
at Echo Fields
CANADA DAY PARADE
July 1 10 A.M.
Stamp Avenue and 3rd
Avenue

Williamson Park

CRUISE SHIP
Saturday
July 6th at
HARBOUR
QUAY

July 11 7:3010:30
LATE COMPANY
Theatre Kelowna
Society
Alberni District
Secondary School

Let us
know
what
your
events
are in
the

July 4 at 1 p.m.
TEA ON THE TERRACE
at Rollin Art Centre

upcoming

July 5th 7:30-10:30
Theatre BC’s Mainstage
Alberni District
Secondary School

months
at
778-4215244

July 11 7:30 p.m.
MOUNTAIN BLUEGRASS
BAND
Char’s Landing

A LITTLE BIRD TOLD US about an ADSS
Class of ’69 reunion to be held Friday and
Saturday on September 6th and 7th …..
More details to follow in August
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PORT ALBERNI - BACK IN THE DAY
1867
CANADA DAY–July 1, 1867 is
the day which united three
separate colonies; the
Province of Canada, Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick
into a single Dominion within
the British Empire called
Canada.
This day was a milestone on
the country’s way to
independence in 1967. It
was celebrated by ringing of
church bells, fireworks and
illuminations, excursions,
military displays and musical
and other entertainments.

Beaver Creek
1890
Beaver Creek is a
community
northeast of the
City of Port Alberni
on the east bank of
the Stamp River. It
had its own post
office from July 1,
1890 to November
30, 1939

SPROAT LAKE - 1864
Back then Sproat Lake had
another name. It was called

1864
In the summer and fall of
1864, an expedition led by
22 year old, Dr. Robert
Brown, explored areas of the
colony that were yet
unknown outside the capital
of Victoria and the
settlements of Nanaimo and
the Cowichan Valley.
They found gold in one
location that led to a minor
gold rush and coal in the
Comox Valley. They made
an historical record of
contact with the existing First
Nations people they
encountered, re-named
many geographical features
and created a series of
sketches recording images of
the time.

Kleecoot
which means ‘wide open’.
The lake was re-named in 1864
for entrepreneur and colonial
official Gilbert Malcolm Sproat.
The lake is cross-shaped with
four arms, is 25 kms in length
and has 300 kms of shoreline.
The K’ak’awin petroglyph on the
rocks has been dated up to
11,000 BCE and may represent a
mythical, or actual, sea creature
from ancient times.

Photo courtesy of Alberni Valley Museum
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‘Lightning
On The
Lake’
The 6th Annual Sproat Lake Boat Regatta

“Get your engines running!” Don’t miss this year’s 6th annual Alberni Valley Regatta
Association (AVRA) speed boat races, July 13 and 14, at Sproat Lake Provincial Park. Bring the
family to this free entry special event where the fast and the furious take on the waters at one
of the most beautiful lakes on Vancouver Island. It is an event you do not want to miss.
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There will be jet boats competing once again and flat bottom boats, inboard and outboards – and
the all so popular bathtub boats. A variety of machines in all colors and sizes with paint styles
and complicated engines to stun any mechanical enthusiast.
The AVRA, a non-profit association, was formed to promote water safety and encourage boating
in all forms – as well as – providing a fun water sport event for the community. It’s a family event
and this sport is good for people of all ages.
There will be concession stands, 50/50 draws, and racers from across the province - some of
whom have been risking their hides for decades.
View some of the boats and hot rods at the Show and Shine at the Home Hardware shopping
plaza, on Johnston Road, in Port Alberni, Friday, July 12, between 4 and 8 pm., and meet some of
the racers. Again, this is a free event so don’t miss out.
It’s one of the few water sport activities where you can bring the family, watch the races, have a
picnic, go for a swim and enjoy beautiful Sproat Lake.
For more information, check out our Facebook page.
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CITY

City crews have thrown us a curve ball with lovely sun flowers in
bloom in a planter on Johnston Road, a nice change of pace.

3599 3rd Avenue * Tel: 250-723-3712 * Fax: 250-723-9499
alberniglass@shaw,ca
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CROWNING GLORY
COIFFURES
3781 10th Avenue
250-724-3531
 Senior pricing
available
 Closed on Sundays
 Walk-ins welcome

Answer to
Suduko
page 35

PLEY
ROOFING
 INSURED
 FREE ESTIMATES

250-731-4510
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LADIES
CUTS
$27
(plus tax)

MENS
CUTS
$20
(plus tax)

mention this ad and receive a
FREE GIFT with each hair
service for the month of July

THE PENNYFINDER
BUY . SELL . TRADE
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO
BUY, SELL OR TRADE?
YOUR AD IS FREE
CALL US AT 778-421-5244

ABOUT SAVINGS

MONEY SAVING TIPS
Move bank accounts to take
advantage of sign-up bonuses or
attractive interest rates.

When it comes to saving money, you
need to focus on WHAT YOU CAN DO and
not on WHAT YOU CAN’T DO.
The rule of thumb is to PAY YOURSELF
FIRST even before you fork out the
money for living expenses or for debt.
The painless way to do this is to have an
AUTOMATIC WITHDRAWAL every month
either directly off your paycheck for an
RRSP or other saving vehicle or at the
bank where the money is transferred into
an interest generating savings account.

Downgrade your cable bill.
Sell your unwanted and unused
“stuff”.
Don’t spend big money on
entertaining children – they want
your time not your things.

Even if this amount is only 1% of your
earnings, it puts you in the game and
your savings will increase over time.

Negotiate rates with your credit card
company or complete a no-interest
balance transfer.

To save money, there is no single RIGHT
WAY. It’s up to you to figure out your
PRIORITIES and DECIDE where you are
WILLING and MOTIVATED to cut back.

Pack a lunch a few days a week.





Cancel subscriptions you no longer
need.

Take a clear-eyed look at your
spending
Have a willingness to change
Understand that saving is the
ultimate self-care

Check out prices in various stores to
get the best savings on the product.
Instead of dining out, have a pot luck
dinner at someone’s house.

Be honest with yourself. Understand the
difference between WANTS and NEEDS.
Start small and grow your wealth because
IT ALL ADDS UP.

Be creative when making
meals. Try for more nutrition
and less waste.
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JULY MOVIE PIC

A late night
talk show host
takes a drastic
step to stop
her slide in
the ratings.
She hires the
first woman
ever to join
her writing
staff of white
dudes.

Emma
Thompson

Mindy Kaling

John
Lithgow

The talk show host, who
strikes fear into her staff,
hires Molly of IndianAmerican heritage with no
writing experience. What
Molly does have, as a fan of
the show, is the idea that
her boss can ignite her
career by being herself.

FUNNY

Max Casella

Hugh Dancy

Dennis O’Hare
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Reid Scott

Amy Ryan

ALBERNI FLYING CLUB

AVIATION
ALBUM

by Gordon Moul
on the occasion of the club’s

40th Anniversary

The knowledge of flying in the
Alberni Valley does not go
beyond the end of WW11.
During the war, I saw the odd
airforce plane in the canal and I
also remember stories of the
legendary Ginger Cootes. His
wreck site down the canal was
often the destination of a day’s
hiking adventure.
My brother, Jack, returned from
the war in late 1845 and he and
two other chaps, Slim Knights
and Little Barch talked of
starting an airline.
In the spring of 1946 this
became a reality with the arrival
of their first aircraft, a Waco
custom cabin on floats CF-BEL
and the beginning of a new
airline, Port Alberni Airways.
You can imagine the nerve of
these guys wanting a license
from the then Department of
Transport to start an airline.
They were 25 and 28 years old.
At the time, I was 14 so it
appeared okay to me, they were
pretty old. And after all, he was
my big brother.
The year after the venture
started, they also decided to start
a flying school from a pasture
alongside the Somass River.

The pasture was originally
owned by Christie Farms and it
had been sold and became
Somass Farms.

As stringers go, it was a very heavy
airplane, about twice the weight of
a Cessna 40 and more than double
the power.

I don’t believe it had been
designated an airport yet there
were some requirements by the
Department of Transport such as
a windsock and runway markers.
I remember helping build those
markers. To my amazement,
some of them are still there.
The DOT was not thrilled with
the power lines that went over
the approach end of the runway
and the DOT were not thrilled
with the road that went over the
west end of the runway and the
DOT were not thrilled with the
dike.
The dike is still there, and the
road is still there and the power
lines are still there and, after all,
it’s only been forty years.
Flying and flying clubs were
much less structured in those
days we had few airplanes and
little traffic to worry about.
There was no radio work, in fact
there were no radios. Initially,
we used Fairchild Cornell’s. A
Cornell was a wersher plus longwing aircraft with a 200
horsepower engine, not unlike a
Harvard in appearance.
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Thank God that gas was only 30
cents a gallon or 7 cents a litre. But
who had ever heard of a litre?
Cornell had only one fault as I
recall and that was not with the
airplane, it was only that not only
did the pilots like them, but so did
the cows from the Christie Farm.
The cows not only liked them, they
licked them, particularly the fin,
which is really hard on the fabric.
Port Alberni Airways Flying
School had two Cornell’s. FJS and
ESC. ESC was leased to them from
Ron Connelly and myself.
Ron and I bought ESC for $975.
Here we were at 16 years old,
aircraft magnates, leasing our
aircraft to the flying school for
$3.00 an hour.
I don’t recall that being a tax
dodge, or for that matter involving
revenue Canada. I don’t believe
there was a Revenue Canada.

.Anyway, this aircraft was very
good to Ron and I. We both got
our commercial pilots licenses
and started commercial aviation.
Today, Ron Connelly lives in
Abbotsford and he is one of the
few people in Canadian aviation
that’s ever made any money as
an operator.
Ron is the principal in
Whitehorse Air Services in
northern Turbo Helicopters and
the world-renowned Connair
water bombers and he is
certainly a credit to this valley.
Flying lessons in the forties were
$9/hour solo, $12/hour dual.
The main thrust to start a flying
school came from a government
offered subsidy of $100. Can
you imagine a private license for
$280?
The flying club was formed in
1947 and flourished in the fifties
and on to the present day.
It was a very social club back
then. It was not uncommon to
spend the whole day at the
airport on a fine summer day.
There were many parties as well,
the best being the graduation
parties for the newly licensed
pilots.
I recall special awards being
given. They were made of
aluminum, they resembled an
Iron Cross. They were made by
the engineers, Al Werner and
Wally Oldhauser. They were for
special service to the club.

There was an even better one
given; it was called the cross
with gong, and the gong being
something that hung below this
cross.
The gong and cross were very
rare and God only knows what
feat they had to be acquired.
There were many memorable
airshows as well during the
fifties. Most of these were club
affairs, but they drew as many as
fifty visiting aircraft from
visiting flying clubs.
One particular event I recall was
a feat performed by Jack Bow
and Slim Knight.
The two Cornell’s were tied
together, wingtip to wingtip,
with a short length of rope.
They took off together and flew
around and landed without
breaking the rope.
They were either damn good
pilots or that was one strong
rope.
Could this have been the start of
the Canadian Snowbirds?
We had contests at airshows.
Balloon busting was a favorite.
It was a timed event where we
flew over the airport and let
loose a balloon and then you
tried to break the balloon with
the propeller.
Then we had ribbon cutting.
Ribbon cutting was done by
flying over the airport at about
2,000 feet and then throwing a
roll of toilet paper out the
window.
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The contest was won by the person
who could cut the toilet paper the
most number of times before it hit
the ground.
Then we had the bombing contest.
This consisted of dropping small
bags of flour on a marked ring out
on the center of the runway.
Tommy and I used to practice on
the engine of the E&N Railroad.
That was until Mr. Somerville, the
engineer, complained.
In those days, those steam engines
were so black, and that flour was
so white!
Last came the spot-landing contest.
Power-off from 2,000 feet over the
field to the runway to a spot on the
runway.
Total points were awarded, and a
trophy was given to the winner. I
don’t recall ever winning it, though
I usually won the bombing contest
having considerable practice on the
E&N Railroad.
The airshows were well attended
and drew crowds of 3,000 or more.
The club made a fortune at the gate
and concession. It also created a
colossal traffic jam on River road
on the Labour Day weekend,
Those were the good old days but
by today’s standards, we must have
broken every air regulation in the
book, at least ten that I can think
of.
Can you imagine flying around
with airplanes tied together with a
rope? Can you imagine dropping
things out of aircrafts?
Unheard of.

SO YOU WANT TO START
YOUR OWN BUSINESS?
It looks easy, right? It looks
lucrative too. All you have to do is
put some apples (or whatever you
got cheap) in a basket, walk
around with it and sell them for
instant profit.
In no time, you’ll be rich, right?
Well, read on MacDuff.
ARE YOU DREAMING THE DREAM? To be your own boss, to be responsible for your own
future, to earn the income for yourself that others are now earning from your hard work
is a dream that many people have but few take on because of the fear of failure. People
with first-hand knowledge of entrepreneurship have cited three things you need to
consider before making the attempt:
1. Is this the right time in your life and do you have an attractive market opportunity
where you can win?
2. Have you found a need for your product or service that is not being met already?
3. Have you talked to would-be customers about your product or service, the need
for it and the support it needs to succeed? This is called market research.
CAN YOU OVERCOME THE NAYSAYERS? You will find out that people you have counted
on for support will try to stop you from taking on your dream; family, friends and others
adopt this negative position because they don’t want you to rush in where angels fear to
tread. They are worried that your business will fail and you will get hurt.
WHAT KIND OF BUSINESS WILL IT BE? Find out all you can about the business model.
Is it a SERVICE BUSINESS where the start-up costs are low and there are no receivables
(this means that customers don’t run up accounts but pay cash on the barrel head)?
For this kind of business you will have a location and supplies to worry about. The plus
side is that if you have customers, you will also have cash coming in. It is important not
to exagerate in your mind how much that cash will be. It is not unheard of for a
business to take two or more years to become profitable. This means you will be
responsible for making up the shortfall. By the same token if you are the only worker,
don’t expect to get paid right away as any money that does come in will need to go back
into the business. If you have employees, there are hidden costs to think about; holiday
pay, payroll taxes, stat holidays to pay for, etc.
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Is it a RETAIL BUSINESS where added to the other costs already stated you will need to
fill the space with product? This means you will need the money to pay for the stock
you have bought purely on spec before ever having sold a thing.
WANT SOME TIPS TO HELP YOU SUCCEED?
1. Maintain your passion for the business as it will drive you to improve your
processes and enable the business to grow. Remember also that you require
knowledge as that will move your business in the right direction.
2. Develop a team of other entrepreneurs or people whose successes you admire to
serve as a sounding board and to mentor you. Run your ideas past them - then
listen - and learn from their accumulated knowledge.
3. Rather than thinking what to sell think about what your product or service will
solve.
4. Simplify your idea and start small. A successful business idea should keep
promises to customers and exceed expectations.
5. Count the costs and factor in every business expense and be realistic about your
location, supplies, marketing, payroll costs and more. Come up with a figure and
then multiply it by four – for contingencies and unexpected costs. Look at your
personal budget in order of must pay items like mortgages and food. Go over all
your options on raising funds before putting your own money into the venture.
6. Imagine yourself with zero dollars as there is a high probability this will happen.
Some businesses cannot make it in the long haul, some go bankrupt.
7. Don’t quit your day job and launch a successful start-up by building your business
in stages. It will take time for the business to earn a steady income so work there
only in your off hours during those first, tough stages.
8. Learn how to sell as most new business owners find it intimidating to share their
business with the world. You can’t afford to be shy so get out of your comfort
zone, fake it till you make it and be different and stand out in your advertising.
9. Don’t forget the legal requirements and learn the rules for starting a business as
well as the government regulations about the various taxes for PST, GST and
payroll or you could be facing steep penalties and interest charges.
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July 1 to July 22

The sign of Cancer belongs to the element of water and those born under it are guided
by emotion and their hearts. This could create difficulty for them to blend into the world
around them.
Ruled by the moon, phases of the lunar cycle deepen the internal thoughts of people
born under this sign and create emotional upheavals beyond their control.
They are quick to help others and quick to avoid conflict. They are happy and content to
be surrounded by a loving family with harmony at home.

ELEMENT: Water

SYMBOL: The Crab

LUCKY GEM: Moonstone

RELATIONSHIPS

HEALTH

MONEY

Feelings are the most
important things in your
relationships. You need a
partner who can make
you feel calm, protected
and free to express
yourself.

You will be in great shape
in a year which could be
full of stressful times and
exhaustion. Remember to
take care of yourself and
your needs first. Listen to
your body and do not
push yourself.

There will be financial ups
and downs this year so be
cautious in your financial
planning. Try to
accumulate wealth for a
more secure future.

PROFESSIONAL

Family will be responsible
for most of your happiness
this year. They will
support you through thick
and thin and be a source
of encouragement and
guidance. You are likely to
welcome a new member
towards the end of the
year.

You will gain confidence
this year and widen your
circle of friendships.
If single, you will find love
in the least likely place
and live out your perfect
fairytale.

Your career is going to see
a positive evolution and
by the end of 2019, you
will have accomplished
your goals.
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FAMILY
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NEIGHBOURS
THE SAGA OF BILL COVE
from a book written by Shirlee Smith Matheson
Finally, with licence in hand and
an A” badge on his cap, he
emerged to be met by a Times
Colonist reporter. The evening
paper’s headline read “Bill
Cove-Youngest Bus Driver in
Canada.”
Bill Cove was born on March
29, 1933 in Regina,
Saskatchewan. When Bill was
12, the family moved west to
Vancouver Island.
He entered the full-time work
world at age 15 as a copy boy at
the Victoria Daily Colonist but
in August 1950 moved on to
C&C (Cameron and Caldwell
Transportation Co. Ltd.).
The company operated a
diversified fleet of taxis, buses,
limousines, tow-trucks and
ambulances from Government
Street, and had a contract with
Trans-Canada Airlines (TCA) to
haul freight and passengers on
the airport run. When they
acquired a new 1950 half-ton
pickup for Bill to drive, they
bestowed on him the title
“MISTER CARGO”
Bill Cove waited patiently for
his 21st birthday, when he could
apply for a licence to drive a bus
with passengers. That morning,
he was standing in front of the
motor vehicles branch office
before it opened to take his
written and road tests.

The airport run involved four
trips a night and there Cove
came to know TCA pilots Al
Dodds and Bill Spratt, who flew
the company DC-4’s
(Northstars). Spratt would joke
with the young driver.
“I hear you got pinched the other
day for speeding! Why don’t
you become a pilot where you
wouldn’t have to worry about
that kind of thing?”
“Hey, interesting,” was Cove’s
response, but surely it’s
impossible for an ordinary
person to get a pilot’s licence.
“I thought you had to be out of
the Airforce, and walk hand in
hand with God, to touch these
things!’ Cove says laughing.
“But after they’d coaxed me for
a while, I went to the Victoria
Flying Club and talked to Gordie
Jeune, one of their flying
instructors.”
When Jeune learned that Cove
drove a bus, he said they loved
having bus or truck drivers as
students because they were used
to judging distances and
operating big equipment.
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Cove promptly signed up for
lessons.
“Gordie took me under his wing
and I trained on a Fleet Canuck,

one of those old fabric-covered,
tail-wheel, marvelous airplanes,”
Cove says. “To this day, I’ve never
had any trouble with Grumman
Goose-type airplanes with tail
wheels because I learned to fly on
one. It was a great experience.”
Cove gained his private licence in
1956 and immediately began
working toward his commercial.
Meanwhile, he continued to work at
C&C as passenger and cargo agent,
dispatcher, personnel administrator
and driver. He also became an
unofficial agent for Queen
Charlotte Airlines and met many of
their pilots who were flying
scheduled (‘sked’) flights on the
Vancouver-Nanaimo-Victoria run.
Because this airline came in just
twice a day, they couldn’t afford
their own station staff.
And so, Bill became familiar with
both ground and air transportation.
When he attained his commercial
pilot’s licence in 1957, with that
float plane endorsement, he began
to seriously consider getting a job
in the aviation industry..

With Trans-Canada Airlines
laying off pilots, however, jobs
were scarce. When Cove asked
his friends at TCA for advice,
they said, “Go float flying,”
convincing him that he’d never
be out of work if he could fly
floats, “whereas the instrumentflying types of jobs would
always come and go.”
When it seemed there were no
jobs to be had with the existing
airlines, Cove and flying
instructor Ray Schofield came
up with a plan. They would start
their own company, with Ray
running the flying school and
Bill the charter business.
Ray and I became convinced
there should be an airline
operating out of Victoria, so we
decided to call Bill Sylvester,
who’d started, owned and then
sold BC Airlines. I’d had
contact with him before so I
phoned him up and said: ”Bill,
you know Ray Schofield? He
and I want to meet with you.’
He said ‘Be at the Sussex Hotel
at 9:00 Tuesday morning.”
When we arrived, he was outside
sitting on this wooden bench on
the city street in front of the
hotel! “This is my office,’ he
said patting the bench, ‘We’re
going to put this airline together
at this office.”
We looked at one another.
“What do you mean, put
together an airline? How did
you know what we came here to
talk to you about?”

He said “Everybody comes to
me to talk about starting an
airline! And you guys are no
different,”
W.B. Sylvester had sold BC
Airlines with a clause in the
contract stipulating that he could
not be involved in aviation for
five years, and this was just the
first year of the agreement.
Nonetheless, he asked Schofield
and Cove to tell him what they
had in mind.
“What experience do you have?”
Sylvester asked Cove.
He honestly replied, “None,”
Sylvester laughed.
“What about money?”
“None.”
Then Sylvester said he and his
wife were leaving immediately
for a trip to Hawaii.
“Be here when I get back.”
“We were there, at the bench,
the morning of his arrival,” Cove
says, “and he started to rhyme
off his plan; the company is this
and this, the directors are this
guy and this guy – all the old BC
Airlines people.”
“He’d set it all up!”
He had gone to his financial
advisor and accountant, Eric
Cox, and said,
“Hire Stan Scurrah to be our
bookkeeper.”
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Victoria Flying Services Ltd., a
concept that Ray Schofield and Bill
Cove “had dreamed up in the beer
parlor”, and put into action by Bill
Sylvester, became a going concern.
Before Sylvester left on his
vacation, he had reportedly said to
Stan Scurrah,
“I’m going to Hawaii and I’ll be
gone for two weeks. When I get
back I want a company formed, I
want it called Victoria Flying
Services, but I want you to look
into this contract that I’ve signed
when I sold BC Airlines and find
out if I can do this. I won’t have
any shares, my wife will have the
shares.”
The five directors, who’d
originally put up money for BC
Airlines were called back in: Do
you want to make another fortune?
They said yes.
Cove recalls that it was set up to
cost $10,000 for shares and
$10,000 for a shareholder loan, or
$20,000 from each member,
bringing in $100,000 plus some
other money.
TO BE CONTINUED ….

THAT’S WHAT THEY CALL THE HARDY SOULD WHO
KNIGHTS OF THE DEEP that’s what they call the
hardy souls who get dressed up in more than one
hundred and eighty pounds of armored gear and
blithely lower themselves down to the ocean depths.
Bryce Casavant is a member of the HERITAGE HARD
HAT DIVERS in Port Alberni. They are a group of
enthusiasts who dive using vintage equipment, some
dating to the 1960’s.
Just like the knights of old, these divers have a
metal collar called a corset laid over their shoulders.
Then a metal helmet weighing 65 lbs is locked into
place over a leather cap very like those worn by
World War II ace pilots.
A hose runs out of the helmet to a compressor on the ship
or dock/wharf. This is his only connection to life giving air.
Attached to the air hose is a second sturdy rope, this is
the diver’s lifeline. This, as you can imagine, is a very
scary, dangerous trip he is going on.
He gets plugged into a sound system, air is released into
his helmet and then the faceplate is locked into place. The
faceplate is a small round circle that limits his vision to
what is directly in front of him.
New divers will often turn their heads to see what is to the
left or to the right but the helmet doesn’t move and the
diver finds himself looking at the metal inside the helmet
at very close range. This messes with his vision and
makes him dizzy. To see outside of the narrow range of
vision, the diver must turn his whole body in that
direction.
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Hard hat divers cannot dress themselves. Their
assistants (or ‘tenders’ as they are called) have to help
the diver into the thick canvas suit (called a ‘dress’) and
put on his heavy weighted boots
They also need to attach the weight belt which in itself
weighs eighty five pounds. He also has gear to take
with him, a flashlight, a knife and other sundry items.
About fifteen minutes have elapsed as a crew of four
tenders dresses the diver into the old gear - now the
diver is ready to enter the water.
With slow, heavy footsteps, he makes his way to the
side of the boat and climbs down a metal ladder into the
sea. Once immersed, he feels weightless.
“It is like walking on the moon,” Bryce Casavant
explains.
The first diving designs were invented in the 1710’s.
John Lethbridge built a completely enclosed suit that
consisted of a pressure-proof air-filled barrel with a
glass viewing hole and two water tight, enclosed
sleeves.
Andrew Becker created a leather diving suit with a
helmet featuring a window. He used a system of tubes
for inhaling and exhaling.
“Today, commercial diving helmets are made of fibreglass,” Bryce tells
The new helmets also have many safety features not found in hard hat helmets. Early
divers were subject to horrendous, pressure related danger.
For safety reasons, once a year Bryce Casavant and the other members of the
HERITAGE HARD HAT DIVERS club test their equipment in the waters of Sproat Lake.
We are all familiar with Sproat Lake when it comes to picnics, swimming and boating.
But can you imagine walking along the bottom of the lake? Well, that’s what the
intrepid band known as the HERITAGE HARD HAT DIVERS do.
“Descending in the old gear is pretty much ‘living history’,” stated Bryce. “But don’t let
all the heavy gear fool you into thinking this is only for men. As early as the 1970’s,
women navy divers were donning the equipment and performing complex underwater
tasks, ship maintenance and salvage operations.”
As the old saying goes though:
“If you’re a hard hat diver, REAL MEN all wear dresses.”
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Bby Dr. Angela Damant, B.SC, D.V.M.
What’s summer without thunder and fireworks? And let’s not forget the BBQ’s and
parties! As the weather heats up, it’s a good time to consider the effects of loud noises
on dogs and cats. Some dogs and cats don’t seem to be bothered by them while others
hide, bark or seek comfort from their owners.
Fear of loud noises is common in dogs and cats and arises from their natural instinct to
survive. When they face a threatening situation – a strange sound, an animal or a
person - fear is a natural way of protecting them from harm.
The problem is that some dogs and cats have an excessive fear of loud unexpected
noises and develop a phobia. This can cause the pet to act out or to shut down to the
point where they will not eat or interact with their owner, often for hours after the noise
has passed.
There are steps you can take to deal with your pet’s fear of loud noises.
Provide ‘white noise’ for your dog or cat with a white noise machine or simply turn on
your radio or television.
Take your dog or cat to the most soundproof area of your home, like your basement or
an inner room. Provide your dog or cat with its bed and favourite toy and keep a water
dish in the room while they are there. Make this spot a ‘safe place’ and get them used
to it long before the fireworks or party occurs.
Consider using a dog crate. If your dog enjoys being in its crate, move it to a quiet
inner room or cover it with blankets. The blankets will help muffle the sounds.
Distract your dog or cat with toys or treats.
Try to desensitize your dog or cat to unexpected loud noises. Start slow, playing with
sounds of parties, thunder or fireworks at a quiet volume when you are relaxed and
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playing with your pet. When they no longer seem stressed, up the volume. Once they
realize the noise will not hurt them the fear will go away.
Some dogs and cats respond well to ‘swaddling’, much as newborn babies do. Many
dogs feel secure when placed in a weighted dog vest or anti-anxiety wrap. Ask your
veterinarian about these options. You can also wrap your cat in a towel or let them hide
under a blanket.

Never set fireworks off near your dog. Leave him at home.
Don’t let thunderstorms and festivities upset your pet. Take some time to prepare them
for the inevitable noise that will happen this summer so both you and your pet can enjoy
the season.
The information provided is for educational purposes only and is not intended to take the
place of your regular veterinarian. Please don’t hesitate to contact your veterinarian if
you have questions regarding your pet.
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Port Alberni
Come on
down!
JUMP TANDEM
from a perfectly
good airplane
at 10,000 feet
WE DARE YOU!
$100 from every
jump goes to
hospice
PANCAKE
BREAKFAST
LUNCH ITEMS
BEER, WINE
SOFT DRINKS
REASONABLE
PRICES
IF YOU WANT TO JUMP
let us know it is for the August 3rd Bucket List Challenge Event

WHAT’S
UP
FALL 2018

and

PORT
ALBERNI?
IF YOU
WANT TO PLEDGE FUNDS FOR OUR JUMPERS
make cheques payable to OCEANSIDE HOSPICE SOCIETY

HAVE AN AMAZING DAY FROM 9 A.M. UNTIL 4 P.M.
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KRAZY KOLORING
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.

SOLDA’S FAMILY RESTAURANT
OPEN 8:00 AM DAILY

P

250-723-2474

New
Specials
Daily

Special
Menus for
Weddings

Something
For
Everyone

Events
Teams

Like us on facebook
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JULY FASHION 2019
Great fashion should be all about
making women feel good
HEADING FOR THE BEACH?
Then you need the skinny on what’s in and what’s out in 2019

WHAT’S IN

WHAT’S OUT
 Muted colors

o Boy leg bottoms
and swim shorts
o Three piece sets
o Thick, more
supportive and
LOOK
elegant straps
YOUR
o Ruching details to
BEST
flatter most women
o Non-print prints –
going for textured
fabrics
o Sun protection so
you can stay longer
on the beach
o Underwire – make
the most of what you
have
o Glitter – for the girl
not afraid to make a
statement
o High-waisted bikinis
o Contrasting textures
– paired daisy chain
crochet technique
with lycra
o Ring and button
detailing
o Crochet sets – wear
together or pair with
other pieces.
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 Stripes replaced by
small, floral patterns
 Macrame – a little
outdated. Waiting
for new, more
modern applications
 Ruffles – go for a
more streamlined
look
 One piece suits Go
for separates to mix
and match
 Super high cuts – too
much information
 Basic triangle bikinis
swimwear is
evolving
 Tropical prints
 Athletic silhouette –
sold by sportswear
companies but
redundant in
predominant
swimwear labels
 Swimming only suits
and cover-ups –
trend is toward being
able to transfer
pieces to everyday
wear

BRAIN TEAZER
Answer on
Page 5

A new red lipstick for every skin tone
Maybelline

RED FOR ME

A new red lipstick for every skin tone
y
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RED FOR ME

by
by

250-720-7512
NEW BUILD & RENOVATIONS

Residential & Commercial
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BE A SUBSCRIBER TO
THIS MAGAZINE
t

This is a free monthly magazine but for a
$12.00 subscription fee our subscribers get:
 HOME DELIVERY FOR A YEAR
12 ISSUES
 THEIR NAME IN A PRIZE DRAW
IN EACH ISSUE
Names of winners are drawn by people
not associated with the magazine

The winning subscriber in the
July issue is

HELEN CRUICKSHANKS
$50 gift certificate from

ALBERNI HEALTH MARKET
4833 Southgate Road
#107 3949 Maple Way
2943 10th Avenue

If you want to subscribe to this magazine
mail in the form to
4641 Margaret Street V9Y 6H1
or bring it to our office or email us at
marigoldproductions@shaw.ca
You can also view or download
the magazine at
marigoldproductions@alberni.ca
YES, I want to subscribe to the magazine
NAME _________________________
ADDRESS ______________________
_______________________________
TELEPHONE ___________________
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723-4940
723-7270
723-9850

SUMMER
P
The sun beats down
Hot and thirsty
Forming rivulets of sweat on my
brow.
I roll over
Lazy
To watch as drops of salty water
Crash into the sand
Making perfecting craters.
Eventually the heat sets my skin
stinging
So reluctantly I sit
Squinting against the glare.
The sound of waves kissing the
shore
is hypnotic.
I can almost hear the lake calling to
me
Singing a siren song
Full of the promise of renewal and
relief.
I know that the first plunge will be
unbearably cold
Setting my teeth chattering and
forcing a loud shriek to escape my
lips.
But after the initial shock I will be
weightless
Free from my body and the sun’s
intense, burning stare.

by A. R. Damant
A shiny, black beetle runs by
Spindly legs carrying it to the water
Quickly, impatiently.
What’s your rush? I wonder drowsily.
The little jewel disappears under some
drift wood.
Beetle forgotten, I yawn.
Stretching my bare arms over my
head.
I cannot stand the heat any longer.
It’s time.
With a deep breath, I jump to my feet
And before I can lose my nerve
Fly across the scorching sand,
Plunging head first into the frigid lake.
Ayeeeee! I screech as the cold seeps
into my bones
Stealing my breath.
Gasping, I surface and toss my sodden
hair over my shoulder.
The blue sky is cloudless and I cannot
tell where it ends and the lake begins.
Beautiful.
With a sigh, I lie back
Floating
Flying
Free.
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By Nan cy Bach m eier

Part 1
Scotland is the United Kingdom’s northern most country. From the Highlands to the Lowlands, Scotland is
stunningly picturesque. The glens (valleys) are luscious green with many lochs (lakes) dispersed throughout the
land. Weather here is known to be windy and rainy. I would recommend bringing boots and a raincoat. Dress
in layers, as you can have beautiful sunny weather as well.
The currency is the Pound Sterling but Scotland does print their own money with the Bank of Scotland written
on it. Please note that the Pound Sterling is accepted everywhere in the U.K. but the Scotland Pound is only
accepted in Scotland.
Driving can be a challenge as they drive on the left-hand side of the road. It’s not so bad on the highways but
driving within the major cities, can be a little nerve-racking if you have never done this before.
Edinburgh is Scotland’s capital and is rich with many historical sites to see. Edinburgh Castle is the most
famous landmark in the city, if not the country. Built in the 12th century on top of Castle Rock, the castle sits
overlooking the city. The castle is made up of several buildings. One of them being The Great hall, built in
1511 by James IV. Its huge wooden beamed roof is a sight to see. It was built for entertaining, grand banquets
and state events. Today it houses many weapons and armour. Another part of the castle was turned into a
Scottish National War Memorial, with names listed on the walls, going back hundreds of years. In other
buildings, you will also find the Royal Jewels and Crowns, St. Margaret’s Chapel and the dungeons.
If you wish to take a wonderous trip to Scotland, please call Nancy @ 250-731-9645 for more details.

To be continued….
Fall 2018
WHAT’S
UP
PORT ALBERNI?
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Answer on page 11

Waking up from a deep coma, a woman asked
her doctor about the baby she had been
carrying.
DOCTOR: You had twins; a boy and a girl and
they are fine. Luckily your brother named them
for you.
WOMAN: Not my brother! He’s an idiot. What
did he name the girl?
DOCTOR: He named her Denise.
WOMAN: Well, that’s nice. What did he name
the boy?
DOCTOR: Denephew.
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Supporting Charities and Non-Profits in
Port Alberni

Bus Stop Ads
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